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METHODOLOGY OF SECURITY ASSESSMENT 
AUTOMATED SYSTEMS AS OBJECTS 
CRITICAL INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE

Butusov I.V1., Romanov A.A2.

Abstract. The technique of estimation of protection of critically important properties of the automat-

ed systems as objects of critical information infrastructure is offered. Privacy, integrity and availability of 

protected resources with different categories of importance are identified as critical properties. It is shown 

that the existing models of information security systems as part of automated systems and methods for as-

sessing the security of critical properties do not fully reflect the specifics of information security systems as 

complex organizational and technical systems, the behavior of which, as a rule, reflects the dynamics of poorly 

structured processes, characterized by a high degree of uncertainty due to non-stationarity, inaccuracy and 

insufficiency of observations, fuzzy and unstable trends. The reliability of estimates of resource security of au-

tomated systems significantly depends on the selected model of formation of the structure of the information 

security system. Most effective way to increase the reliability of estimates of security is the distribution model 

of protection mechanisms in the neutralized threats. The statement and the scientific problem of estimation 

in the conditions of high uncertainty of protection of resources of the automated systems from violations of 

its critical properties – confidentiality, integrity and availability of the protected resources with various cat-

egories of importance is resulted. Determined constraints and assumptions for the task. On the basis of 

the model of formation of structure of information security system of automated systems by distribution of 

protection mechanisms on neutralizable threats of information security the values of potential risk from re-

alization of actual threats are determined for each level of protection. The technique is used in the design and 

development of automated systems of state and military administration.
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Introduction

Automated systems used for the purposes of state 
administration, defense and security of the country 
are assigned in accordance with the Federal law No. 
187-FZ «on the security of the critical information
infrastructure of the Russian Federation», which en-
tered into force on January 1, 2018, to the objects of
the critical information infrastructure of Russia. The
stability and security of their work are critical to the
normal functioning of the state.

The law regulates the procedure for preventing 
computer incidents at the facilities of Russia’s crit-
ical information infrastructure and allows us to sig-
nifi cantly reduce the negative consequences for our 
country in the event of computer attacks against it.

In most countries requirements for information 
security critical information infrastructure are most-
ly of a voluntary nature, but in connection with the 
increasingly active terrorist groups using cyber-at-
tacks, the nature of these claims is gradually shift-
ing towards mandatory [1] legislation in combating 
cybercrime and protecting critical infrastructure are 
becoming tougher all over the world.

Safety in accordance with Federal law No. 187-
FZ is defi ned as the state of security of critical infor-
mation infrastructure to ensure its stable operation 
when carrying out against its attacks.

In automated systems, information security 
threats are protected by software and hardware en-
vironments, implemented on its basis, the applied 
functionality (business processes) that allows you to 
accumulate, store and process information, data and 
information (all together hereinafter-the protected 
resources) in accordance with the business processes 
of the system. Security mechanisms as part of infor-
mation security systems should ensure such critical 
properties of protected resources as confi dentiality, 
integrity and accessibility.

The high level of risk from the impact of infor-
mation security threats will be determined in such 
systems by the use of commercial software, includ-
ing foreign production, including unlicensed and 
non-certifi ed software [2], the absence of software 
updates in the form of patches. In such cases, the 
threat is neutralized partially or completely through 
the use of additional measures and protection 
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mechanisms, which, in turn, requires certain fi nan-
cial costs. It should also be noted that the assess-
ment of the security of automated systems as ob-
jects of critical information infrastructure signifi -
cantly depends not only on the number of security 
mechanisms used as part of information security 
systems, but also on the degree of confi dence in 
them, as well as on the model of information securi-
ty system used [3,4].

1. Methods for assessing the security of auto-

mated systems

Quantitative estimates of the degrees of security 
of resources of automated systems due to its strong 
uncertainty are based, as a rule, on the ratings, which 
take into account the distribution of protection mech-
anisms by levels of the hierarchical model of the infor-
mation security system and the change in the proba-
bility (degree) of an attacker achieving the protected 
resource depending on the level of the model [5].

Two stages can be distinguished in the procedure 
of evaluating the security of automated systems re-
sources [6,7].

The fi rst stage involves the determination of the 
eff ectiveness of potential security provided by indi-
vidual protection mechanisms, which diff er in terms 
of quality of protection, the presence or absence of 
FSTEC and/or FSB certifi cates, the degree of trust, the 
cost of implementation and operation, etc.in oth-
er words, some private performance criteria, on the 
basis of which protection mechanisms are ranked ac-
cording to the level of protection that they are able 
to provide [6.8].

At the second stage, the problem of direct for-
mation of the structure of the information security 
system is solved. Diff erent sets of mechanisms and 
methods of protection can be used to neutralize the 
same threats to information security. The result of 
solving the problem of forming a rational composi-
tion (formation of a rational structure) of the infor-
mation security system should be an increase in the 
protection of resources of the automated system.

In well-known studies, for example, [3,9], there are 
selected set, structural and business process models 
of information security systems with specifi ed sets of 
security mechanisms.

In the set models, the eff ectiveness of protection 
of automated systems resources is estimated under 
the assumption that all protection mechanisms are 
equivalent and participate in the neutralization of 
threats. To determine the rating of resource security 
of the automated system, the ratings of durability of 
individual protection mechanisms are summed up:

k
mzk

rtRS , where  rtmzk- rating of resistance 

k-th security mechanism. 
Structural models of information security systems 

take into account structural (architectural) features 
of the system, for example, such as the availability 
of security tools at 1) hardware level, 2) BIOS level 
(Basic input-output system), 3) operating system, 4) 
network level, 5) levels of database management sys-
tems and 6) application software.

In the presence j of levels in the system of pro-
tection of information and the number k  various 
protection mechanisms mzk the matrix of resistance 
ratings of the following type is formed: ijrtM . 
Here, each column j of the matrix corresponds to 
the level of information security system. The matrix 
element rtij 

is equal to 0, if the mechanism of protec-
tion i  is absent at the level j  of information security 
system. It is assumed that the threat with a certain 
probability jp to be neutralized by some mechanism 
of protection i  at the level j  of the information se-
curity system.

If the   n  – number of threats, i  – number of pro-
tection mechanisms, and in  , the probability that 
a threat from a variety of known threats will be neu-
tralized by a defense mechanism i  will be defi ned 

as 
j

j
j n
iP  , where ji - the number of protection 

mechanisms, and jn – the number of threats that are 
relevant to system-level j  data protection.

For each subsequent level of the information 
security system, the number of actual threats will 
decrease, as some of them will be neutralized at 
previous levels of the information security system 

11   jjj inn
Assuming that at all levels the number of protec-

tion mechanisms is the maximum possible and the 
probability of neutralizing the threat at each subse-
quent level of the information security system will 
be greater than at the previous level. The vector of 
distribution of probability of neutralization of threats 
on levels of system of protection of information is 
formed: }...,,,{ 21 jPPPP 

The protection matrix Z is formed by multiplying 
the rows of the resistance rating matrix M={trij} on 

the probability distribution vector }...,,,{ 21 jPPPP  :

jijii

jj

jj

PrtPrtPrt

PrtPrtPrt
PrtPrtPrt

Z ,
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and the rating of protection of system resources 
is determined by the sum of the matrix elements of 
security  Z : RS 

i
iz .

The proposed assessment of the security of re-
sources of the automated system allows to present 
the results of the analysis of security in quantitative 
form, which ensures the use of the rating indicator 
as a target function for optimizing the distribution of 
security mechanisms by levels of the information se-
curity system (criterion – maximizing the rating RS).

The disadvantages of the considered model are 
the static nature of the system resource security as-
sessment, which does not take into account such 
parameters as the damage from the implementation 
of information security threats and the frequency of 
attacks. In addition, the assumption of reducing the 
number of actual threats as they approach the object 
of protection is not always fair (for example, for inter-
nal attempts of unauthorized access [5].

In the work [10] security is estimated on the basis 
of damage from realization in the automated system 
of the threats having casual character which is esti-
mated through danger factors of threats. Moreover, 
the hazard factors are represented by fuzzy values, 
and the indicator of the system security is determined 
by the method of expert evaluation of the matrix of 
fuzzy relations between the hazard coeffi  cient of the 
set of threats and the degree of protection of the re-
sources of the automated system. The disadvantage 
of such evaluation is the lack of binding of security 
indicators to the location of security mechanisms in 
the structure of the information security system. As 
in the previous case, there is a static evaluation of the 
security of resources of the automated system.

In [5] is proposed for damage assessment in case 
of realization of threats to security of information to 
take into account the expense, in monetary terms, 
and intangible damage to reputation, competitive 
advantages of the business entity.

In business process models, the target protected 
resource is the business processes of an automated 
system to ensure their continuous functioning in 
terms of information security threats, which makes it 
possible to consider the organization of system secu-
rity in a comprehensive manner, taking into account 
its architectural and functional features, assessing 
the adequacy of the planned to use protection mech-
anisms taking into account the structure of the infor-
mation security system, to determine metrics and the 
target security level for the protected resource [9.11].

The paper [12] proposes a risk-oriented approach, 
according to which risk values from loss of confi denti-

ality, integrity and availability of protected resources 
are determined separately. The sum of the risk values 
associated with the loss of certain critical properties 
will be the total risk:

aaiicc IPIPIPR  ,

where aic PPP ,,  – the probability of violation of 
confi dentiality, integrity and availability of protected 
resources, respectively; III ic ,,   – he values of the 
damage that occurs when the privacy, integrity and 
availability of protected respectively.

Usually, risk assessment fi rst determines the list of 
actual threats, and vulnerabilities only characterize 
the possibility of their implementation. In the pres-
ent method, the emphasis is shifting from threats to 
vulnerabilities. Instead of the probability of threats 
is determined by the probability of vulnerability ex-
ploitation, which takes into account both the proba-
bility of a vulnerability and the likelihood of its use at 
least one of the threats.

The fact of realization of information security 
threat does not necessarily entail violation of criti-
cal properties of protected resources. Therefore, for 
each threat, the probability that its implementation 
will lead to violation of the critical properties of the 
protected resources is determined. It is believed that 
threats to the security of information are independ-
ent of each other, so the emergence of one of them 
does not necessarily lead to the emergence of others. 
Taking this into account, the following solutions are 
proposed to calculate the probability of violation of 
the critical properties of protected resources in [12]:

)1(1(
1

j
c

j
e

n
c PPP   ,

)1(1(
1

j
i

j
e

n
i PPP   ,

)1(1(
1

j
f

j
e

n
a PPP   ,

where j
eP  – the probability of occurrence of the 

j-th information security threat-the number of vul-
nerabilities.

In the proposed approach, the calculated risks of 
violation of critical properties are determined using 
the concept of «probability», which, as already men-
tioned, in conditions of high uncertainty seems prob-
lematic, as well as the risks are not distributed across 
the levels of protection of the automated system, the 
categories of importance of protected resources are 
not taken into account. In other words, system secu-
rity assessments are not tied to the information secu-
rity system model. 

Modeling the structure of the system of informa-
tion security and assessment of the level of security 
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of automated system – a necessary step for automa-
tion of procedures for the analysis of vulnerabilities 
and detection of attacks on a system with the objec-
tive of making the protection systems information 
on the evolutionary properties of adaptability and 
development [13].

Existing models of information security systems 
as part of automated systems and methods for as-
sessing their security do not fully reflect the spe-
cifics of information security systems as complex 
organizational and technical systems, the behavior 
of which, as a rule, reflects the dynamics of poorly 
structured processes characterized by a high de-
gree of uncertainty due to non-stationarity, inac-
curacy and insufficiency of observations, fuzzy and 
unstable trends [11,14]. These models and meth-
ods mainly use statistical interpretation of quanti-
tative estimates, for example, using the concept of 
«probability», which, with undeniable advantages 
and wide recognition of the statistical approach, 
limits the use of the existing conceptual appara-
tus in the creation of information security systems 
and resource security assessment of automated 
systems with designated properties. In addition, 
statistical models do not provide fuzzy (linguistic) 
interpretation of data and results, and in modern 
conditions this quality of models is demanded by 
experts in the field of information security and it is 
necessary for systems of intellectual analysis, op-
erating with fuzzy values. Thus, the analysis of the 
above methods of evaluation of security of auto-
mated systems and models of formation of infor-
mation security systems shows the theoretical and 
practical relevance of solving the scientific prob-
lem of evaluation in conditions of high uncertain-
ty of security of automated systems against viola-
tions of its critical properties – confidentiality, in-
tegrity and availability of protected resources with 
different categories of importance. The solution of 
the problem of assessing the security of automat-
ed systems should be made on the selected model 
of the formation of the structure of the information 
security system, taking into account the particular 
criteria for the effectiveness of individual protec-
tion mechanisms, the relationship with the integral 
requirements (criteria) of the security of specific 
systems in terms of the integrity, availability and 
confidentiality of protected resources, as well as 
the indirect relationship of threats to information 
security neutralizing their protection mechanisms 
through private performance criteria.

2. The choice of the model of formation of 

structure of system of protection of information 

and the problem statement evaluate the security 

of automated systems

2.1. The choice of the model of formation of 

structure of information security system

In automated systems, software and hardware 
environments are protected against threats to infor-
mation security, as already mentioned, implement-
ed on its basis the applied functionality (business 
processes), which allows to accumulate, store and 
process information, data and information in ac-
cordance with the business processes of the system 
[9.11]. Security mechanisms as part of an informa-
tion security system should provide critical features 
of protected resources with diff erent categories of 
importance, such as confi dentiality, integrity and 
accessibility.

 Neutralization of current threats to information 
security is carried out at several levels of system 
protection: BIOS (Basic input-output system), hard-
ware, operating system, network, database man-
agement system, functional (applied) software. 
Known methods, for example, [3], the formation of 
the structure of the information security system, as 
a rule, solve the problem of forming optimal sets 
of protection mechanisms without taking into ac-
count the architecture of the automated system, 
which should correspond to the structure of the in-
formation security system. Therefore, the optimal-
ity of such sets does not yet indicate the optimal-
ity of the sets of protection functions from these 
levels involved in neutralizing a specific threat to 
information security.

The model of information security system should 
have the property of adaptation to neutralizable 
threats or, in other words, the problem of rational dis-
tribution of protection mechanisms on neutralizable 
threats to information security should be solved in 
the model.

From the scientifi c literature the method of distri-
bution of protection mechanisms on neutralizable 
threats to information security in the hierarchy of 
protection levels compared to the architecture of the 
automated system is known [15].

The distribution of protection mechanisms for 
neutralized threats in accordance with the meth-
odology is based on multiple partial criteria of effi  -
ciency that are applicable to the protection mecha-
nisms, and neutralized threats. Such criteria include, 
for example, the cost of protection functions/the 
cost of neutralizing an actual threat (criterion kr1); 
the weighted average number of threats neutral-
ized by a protection mechanism/ the weighted av-
erage number of protection mechanisms neutraliz-
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ing an actual threat (criterion kr2 ); the magnitude 
of the vaccine-preventable mechanism of protec-
tion of risk from the implementation of the actual 
threat/value of preventing the risk of realization of 
threat (criterion kr3); the degree of confi dence in 
the mechanism of protection/degree of confi dence 
in the protection mechanism against the escape of 
threats (criterion kr4) [16]; the degree of compati-
bility of mechanisms of protection/degree of com-
patibility of the protection mechanisms against the 
threats neutralized (criterion kr5).

The application of this technique is eff ective even 
if updates in the form of software patches are not 
made in the HS as, and the neutralization of threats 
is partially or completely carried out through the use 
of additional measures and protection mechanisms, 
which, in turn, requires certain fi nancial costs.

The results of the application of the method 
formed subsets kun mzM  protection mech-
anisms kumz  most effectively neutralizing the 
threat nug  at the levels of protection URuru . 
Here Nn ,1 – the number of actual threats to in-
formation security, Uu ,1 – many levels of infor-
mation security, Kk ,1 – the number of protec-
tion mechanisms.

With such a model of building an information se-
curity system as a result of solving the problem of 
assessing the security of automated systems from 
violations of its critical properties – confi dentiality, 
integrity and availability of protected resources, you 
can get the most reliable results. And protected re-
sources can have diff erent categories of importance, 
in particular, particularly important, very important, 
important or unimportant, refl ecting their value in 
the business processes implemented by the system.

2.2. Problem statement

Let Mn={mzk} – subsets formed by the meth-
od of distribution of protection mechanisms on 
neutralizable threats to information security. These 
subsets include protection mechanisms mzk that 
most eff ectively neutralize actual threats ugnUG, 

NNn ,,1 – the number of actual threats to infor-
mation security; Kk ,1 – the number of protec-
tion mechanisms [15].

Protection mechanisms are divided into 
levels of protection, uru UR, Uu ,1 , 
U  –  the number of levels of protection, 

uKku

U

uk u
mzMZmzMZ , where MZu 

– a subset of the mechanisms of protection level 
uru UR, uKk  – is a subset of the indices of 
protection mechanisms on this level, KKuu

 , 
 uu

K .

The threat ugn is represented as a vector 
nnnnn ugugugugug

n uchprskuchpug  [3.15], 
where pugn – assessment of the possibility of a threat 
ugn, uchugn – damage from the implementation of 
the threat ugn, rskugn– the risk from the implementa-
tion of the threat ugn.

The sets zrzZR of protected resources of the in-
formation system are defi ned, ZZz ,,1 – the num-
ber of protected resources, and the degrees of value 
(categories of importance) VvkvKV v that 
can be assigned to protected resources.

It is necessary to form assessments of automated 
system security based on risks from privacy viola-
tions, integrity and availability of protected resources 
with diff erent categories of importance, both individ-
ually, including security levels, and for the system as 
a whole.  

2.3. Limitations and assumptions

The scientifi c literature and standards usually con-
sider a three – level approach to risk assessment-the 
level of information systems, the level of business 
processes and the organizational level [12]. At the 
system level, the list of protected resources, vulner-
abilities and threats to information security, as well 
as the measures and mechanisms of protection are 
determined. This information is suffi  cient to deter-
mine the possibility of damage. The value of the 
protected resources and, accordingly, the amount of 
damages to be determined primarily at the level of 
the business processes and the organizational level 
with the involvement of the owners of the business 
processes, management and other stakeholders. In 
the present paper we do not aim to determine the 
amount of damage from the violation properties of 
the protected resource, allowing you to analyze only 
the level of the automated system with correspond-
ing structure information. Damage is understood as 
harm, losses, damages caused to the system and may 
lead to inability to perform or improper performance 
of its functions and/or not to achieve the objectives 
of the system without additional costs of material, la-
bor and/or other types of resources [12].

Risk values from loss of confi dentiality, integrity 
and availability of protected resources will be deter-
mined separately. Let us also assume that threats to 
the security of information arise independently of 
each other and therefore the occurrence of one of 
them does not necessarily lead to the emergence of 
others. Implementation of a threat does not always 
entail a violation of the critical properties of protect-
ed resources and therefore for each threat it is nec-
essary to determine the degree of possibility that its 
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implementation will lead to violation of the critical 
properties of protected resources.

Calculation of the degree of the possibility of vio-
lation of the critical properties of protected resources 
will take into account the maximum possible imple-
mentation of threats, and the full risk to the auto-
mated system will be defi ned as the maximum risk 
of violation of the critical properties of protected re-
sources.

3. Evaluate the security of automated systems

3.1. Assessment of the degree of neutralization 

mechanisms for the protection of actual security 

threats

As you know, the attack potential is estimated 
according to the same scheme as the degree of risk 
from the presence of vulnerabilities, but with some 
diff erences (for example, from several attack scenari-
os selected the worst, with the greatest potential). It 
is believed that it is a function of the level of motiva-
tion of the attacker, his skills and available resources. 
Motivation aff ects allocated to time attack and possi-
bly attract resources and recruitment of attackers [5].

Then the degree 
kkvk

i
A

mz  of neutralization of 

the threat iug  by the protection function mzk 
can 

be determined as follows: 

kvkkvk
ckvk

kvk
c

kvkkvk
c

kkvk
i

A rr
r

r

rr

mz . 

Here kvk
ír  –  is the ranking of potential attack,  

kvk
cr – rating durability protection features, and  

},,{ dstclsknfkvk   – many designations of critical 
criteria for: knf –– confi dentiality,  cls  – integrity 
and dst  – availability.  kvk

iA
~

– an fuzzy subset of pro-
tection mechanisms mzk 

that can neutralize a threat 
kvk
iug  designed to violate one of the critical criteria, 
Ni ,1  – the number of actual security threats.

According to the method of distribution of pro-
tection mechanisms for the escape threats of a fuzzy 
set kvk

iA
~

can be defi ned by the matrix  GM ~ :

kvk
NK

kvk
K

kvk
K

kvk
N

kvkkvk

kvk
N

kvkkvk

K

kvk
N

kvkkvk

ugmzugmzugmz

ugmzugmzugmz

ugmzugmzugmz

mz

mz
mz

GM

ugugug

kvk
NAkvkAkvkA

kvk
NAkvkAkvkA

kvk
NAkvkAkvkA

,

where  

kr
RM

kr
nGKRM

kvk
n krmz

ugkrkrmz
ugmzkvknA

 

, 

for all MZmzk , KRkrj , UGugn .

The sum 
kr

RM krmz  is interpreted as the 

number of signifi cant criteria kr characterizing the 
properties  mzk , and kvk

nk ugmzkvknA
 represents 

a weighted degree of neutralization of the actual 

threat kvk
nug  by the protection mechanism mzk (the 

degree of preference when choosing a protection 
mechanism mzk to neutralize the actual threat kvk

nug ).

The calculated values kvk
ik ugmzkvk

iA  refl ect 

the degree of neutralization of the threat kvk
iug  by 

the protection mechanism mzk 
, taking into account 

the values of the criteria for the eff ectiveness of pro-
tection mechanisms.

At the same time, we believe that for any threat 
there is a mechanism of protection such that 

kvk
í

kvk
c rr  :  kvk

iug  kvkkvk
c rrmz

k
– any threat is 

neutralized by at least one mechanism of protection.
For each level of protection ur UR using the 

original matrix GM ~ , it is possible to form fuzzy ma-
trices uGM

~
containing estimates of the degree of 

neutralization of threats by protection mechanisms 
from the level of protection  ur (for ease of pres-
entation, we will not write indexes indicating critical 
properties):

1 2

11 12 11

2 21 22 2

1 2

...

...

...
. . . . .

...

u

u

u

u
u u u u

n

n

n
u

k k k k n

ug ug ug

mt mt mtmz
mz mt mt mt

MG

mz mt mt mt

 
 

  
  
     
  
     


 ,

where ( , )
u u u

ij MG k n
mt mz ug , KKk uu  }{ – 

the indices of defense mechanisms, included in the 
protection level uur , NNn uu  }{ – the indices of 
the security threats relevant to that level.

You can create a fuzzy relationship be-
tween current threats and the level of pro-
tection at which they are neutralized, 

( , ) max { ( , )}ug u u uuu
ij i j k k nMGUR
te ug ur mz ug     – 
the degree of neutralization of the threat ugi at the 
level of protection  urj:
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 1 2

11 12 11

21 22 22

1 2

...

...
...

......................
...

U

U

Uug
u ur

N p NUN

ur ur ur

te te teug
te te teug

UR TE

te te teug

  
  
      
  
    

,

where Ni ,1  – the number of actual threats, 
Uj ,1  – the number of levels of protection in the 

structure of the information security system.  In other 
words, at each level of protection, the mechanism of 
protection with the maximum degree of its neutrali-
zation is chosen to neutralize the actual threat.

In the structure of the information security system 
at each level of protection can assess the level of po-
tential risk and to form fuzzy relation ur

ugRSK  =ET :

,

 1 2

11 12 11

2 21 22 2

1 2

...

...
...

. .....................
...

N

N

Nur
ug

U U U UN

ug ug ug

et et etur
ur et et et

RSK ET

ur et et te

  
  
   
  
  

   

where  ( , ) j
ur
ug

ug
ij i jRSK
et ur ug uch   

max { ((1 ( , ))}j

u u
u u

ug
MG j kk K

p ug mz


   , Ui ,1  – 

the number of levels of protection in the structure 
of the information security system, Nj ,1  – the 
number of actual threats, KKk uu  –  indices of 
protection mechanisms that neutralize the threat at 
the level of protection uri.

Fuzzy attitude mz
ugRSK determines the risk from 

the implementation of the current threat ugj .

 1 2

11 12 11

21 22 22

1 2

...

...
...

......................
...

K

K

Kmz
ug

N p NKN

mz mz mz

tm tm tmug
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where 
1

( , ) max ø
mz
ug

N
ug

ij i jRSK i
tm ug mz uch


   

((1 ( , ))i

u

ug
MG i jP ug mz   – the degree of risk 

from the implementation of the actual threat ugj and 
Ni  – the number of known threats-the number of 

protection mechanisms.
3.2. Assessment of protection of critical properties

Taking into account the accepted restrictions and 
assumptions, we will assume that the risks of breach 
of confi dentiality cnfRSK , integrity cstRSK  and avail-
ability dstRSK  of protected resources zzr ZR , 

,,1 Zz  z – the number of protected resources are 
calculated independently of each other, and the total 
risk is determined as the maximum risk of violation of 
critical properties:

},,{max dstcstcnf RSKRSKRSKRSK  .

Protected resources are assigned the category of 
importance ( , ))KV z vzr kv , { }, 1,vKV kv v V  , 

( , ))KV z vzr kv – the degree of correspondence of the 
protected resource zzr ZR  to the category of im-
portance vkv .

We also believe that the mechanisms of informa-
tion protection in the structure of protection sys-
tems are designed to protect certain resources, that 
is determined by the extent to which they are used 
to protect these resources ( , )ZM z kzr mz . Since the 
protection mechanisms are designed to neutralize 
with a certain degree of actual threats to the security 
of information, the calculation of the degree of viola-
tion of the confi dentiality of protected resources at 
each level of protection can be done by the following 
formula:

(1 min{1 ( , )u
cnf KV z vz
P zr kv    

(max ( , )min (1 ) )}n

uk

ug
ZM z k unugmz
zr mz t P   .

This and forth 
uuu nkMGun ugmzt  – degree 

of neutralization of threat nug  by the mechanism 
of protection kmz  at the level of protection uur ,  
min (1 ) )n

u

ug
unug
t P   indicates the extent to which the 

threat ugn is not neutralized by the protection mecha-
nism kmz  at the protection level uru. The protection 
mechanism mzk is designed to protect a resource zrz 
from threats according to attitude TEur .

The expression kzKVmz
mzzr

k

 determines 

the choice of the worst-case scenario when exposed 
to all possible threats to the protected resource when 
protected by all possible protection mechanisms.

The expression min{1 ( , )u
cnf KV z vz

sz zr kv   
(max ( , )min (1 ) )n

uk

ug
ZM z k unugmz
zr mz t P    deter-

mines the degree of protection of automated system 

resources from privacy violations at the level of pro-
tection uru U .

In General, for the system, the degree of privacy vi-
olation of protected resources is defi ned as the worst 
option of all levels of protection – min{ }u

cnf cnfu
sz sz .

For threats aimed at violating integrity and acces-
sibility, it is necessary to take into account the indi-
cator 

z
zrS – the degree of restoring the integrity 

(availability) of the protected resource (if the protect-
ed resource is not aff ected or its degree of impor-
tance is zero, then this degree is identical to 1):  
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zzrvzKVz

u
dstcst SkvzrP  

n

uk

ug
unugkzZMmz

Ptmzzr .             

Then the expression  

zzrvzKVz

u
dstcst Skvzrsz

n

uk

ug
unugkzZMmz

Ptmzzr

specifi es the degree of protection of resources of 
the automated system from violating the integrity/
availability on the level of protection uru U .

For an automated system as a whole, the degree of 
violation of integrity/availability of protected resourc-
es is defi ned as the worst case of all levels of protec-
tion – / /min{ }u

cst dst cst dstu
sz sz . The degree of protec-

tion against violation of all critical properties is logical 
to determine how / / min{ , , }cnf cst dst cnf cstt dstu

sz sz sz sz .
Conclusions

1. The critical properties of the automated sys-
tems as objects of critical information infrastructure 
can be attributed to the confi dentiality, integrity and 
availability of protected resources with diff erent cat-
egories of importance.

2. The reliability of estimates of the security of au-
tomated systems depends signifi cantly on the mod-
el of formation of the structure of the information 
security system, which should have the property of 
adaptability to neutralizable threats to information 
security.

3. In the known models of formation of the struc-
ture of information security systems and methods 
for assessing the security of resources, mainly used 
statistical interpretation of quantitative estimates, for 
example, using the concept of «probability», which, 
with the undoubted advantages and wide recogni-
tion of the statistical approach, makes it diffi  cult to 

solve the problem of assessing the security of auto-
mated systems in conditions of strong uncertainty.

4. The theoretical and practical relevance of the 
scientifi c problem of evaluation in the conditions of 
high uncertainty of automated systems protection 
against violations of its critical properties – confi den-
tiality, integrity and availability of protected resourc-
es with diff erent categories of importance.

5. The reliability of estimates of resource security 
of automated systems signifi cantly depends on the 
selected model of formation of the structure of the 
information security system. Most eff ective way to 
increase the reliability of estimates of security is the 
distribution model of protection mechanisms in the 
neutralized threats.

6. The statement and the scientifi c problem of es-
timation in the conditions of high uncertainty of pro-
tection of resources of the automated systems from 
violations of its critical properties – confi dentiality, 
integrity and availability of the protected resources 
with various categories of importance is resulted. 
Restrictions and assumptions for the solution of the 
task are defi ned.

7. On the basis of the model of formation of struc-
ture of information security system of automated 
systems by distribution of protection mechanisms on 
neutralizable threats of information security the val-
ues of potential risk from realization of actual threats 
are determined for each level of protection.

8. The technique of estimation of resources securi-
ty of the automated systems in General and on levels 
of protection against violations of its critically impor-
tant properties is off ered. 

9. The technique is used in the design and devel-
opment of automated systems of state and military 
administration.

Reviewer: V.L. Tsirlov, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Information Security Department, Bauman Moscow State 
Technical University, Moscow, Russia. E-mail: v.tsirlov@bmstu.ru 
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